While the deviations from linearity of e-sinZq, curves in the case of two welded hot-rolled C40 steel bars were being studied, this paper was prompted by the observation that, at q, = 0 °, the diffraction angle 20 depends on q~, the inclination angle of the diffraction plane with respect to an arbitrarily chosen reference plane attached to the specimen. This result is unexpected and cannot be explained by bulk structural or microstructural factors. A surface effect is offered as a possible explanation.
Introduction
The X-ray diffraction method of surface stress analysis is well established (Barrett & Massalski, 1980; Noyan & Cohen, 1987; Taira, 1974) . It is based on the principle that the d spacings of the families of lattice planes in the material crystallites are altered by applied and residual stresses. The relative changes in d are the strains e that can be determined by the equation
where E is Young's modulus, v is Poisson's ratio, tr is the stress acting on the surface of the sample under examination, q` is the angle between the normal to this surface and the normal to the considered family of lattice planes ( Fig. 1) (1) is strictly valid only within the limits of isotropic elastic behavior of the material under investigation, e-sin2q, curves show various types of non-linear behavior depending on the mechanical treatment undergone by the specimen and different curves may occur for positive and negative q` values. Thus in order to study these effects of machining one has to measure 20 values for both positive and negative q,'s and this is usually accomplished in one of two modes depending on whether the diffractometer is operated at negative q, values directly or indirectly by rotating the diffraction plane by 180 ° about a vertical axis (~o axis, see Fig. 1 ).
Indeed, the dihedral angle q~ (a parameter in the experiment) measures the inclination of the diffraction plane with respect to an arbitrarily chosen reference plane attached to the specimen.
As shown by Taira (1974) , the observed Bragg angle, 0', in the constant-q, mode, is related to the true 0 value by the relation
where ep and q, are referred to the probability distribution function
and the quantities eg and eh are defined by the corresponding distributions determined by the breadths of the incident and diffracted beams respectively.
In the constant-q, mode, q,', the observed q, value, is fixed. No difference in ep is expected for different ~o values at q,'= 0 since, in this mode, the same group of grains 'reflects' the X-rays for all scanning positions.
While studying the deviations from linearity of e-sin2q, curves in the case of two welded hot-rolled C40 steel bars, we were prompted to write this paper by the observation that, in fact, at q, = O, the diffraction angle depended on ~o.
Experimental
The sample used in all the experiments was cut from a steel hot-rolled bar and has a square surface with a side of about 30 mm and a depth of ca 2 ram. Before starting the diffraction measurements, the sample was cleaned by dipping it into a 10% HC1 water solution for a period of about 20 min.
Welding in the middle of the sample was performed by using a continuous wire with a diameter of 0.80 mm, according to regulations DIN8559. In order to prevent any build up of stresses from sources different from those due to welding, no mechanical treatment of the sample surfaces was performed before welding.
Diffraction-angle measurements and stressanalysis procedures were performed by using two automated diffractometers with two different geometries.
(i) A Rigaku diffractometer Strainflex MSF-2M with parallel-beam geometry and an incident beam with a cross section of 1 × 4 mm. The X-ray intensities were measured by the iso-inclination method in the so-called constant-~ mode in which the same group of grains 'reflects' the X-rays for all the 20 positions while scanning the chosen peak. The intensity profiles were automatically corrected for the relevant physical and geometrical factors by the data-processing unit attached to the diffractometer. The same unit also calculated the stress value and the slope of the 20 vs sin2O straight line at any chosen point on the surface of the piece under examination, the integrated intensities of the measured peaks and their full widths at half maximum and integral breadths.
(ii) A Philips diffractometer MPD 1880 with the parafocusing Bragg-Brentano geometry. The divergence slit was fixed at 1/4 ~. The data were analyzed using APD 1700 X-ray diffraction software. Alpha 2 stripping was performed, fixing the intensity ratio of a2/a~ to 0-5. The peak position was determined by a parabola fitting.
A Cr-anode X-ray tube (characteristic Ka wavelength of 2.29 A) and the a-iron 211 reflection was used in all the diffraction experiments, while all the measurements were performed in two different directions: (1) one with the scanning plane parallel to the rolling direction (q~ = 0 and 180 ~;) and (ii) one with the scanning plane perpendicular to the rolling direction (~, = 90 and 270(~).
The aim of all the experiments was the determination of the shape of the 20 vs sin2~ curve induced by welding and of the diffraction angles at ~, = 0 for different ~,'s.
Results and discussion
While studying the stress distribution on the surface of the considered sample by the stress analyzer with parallel-beam geometry, we found that, at ~'= 0 °, different Bragg positions were measured for different q~ values. We repeated the experiment at different points on the surface of the sample at positions close to the welding line and in all cases we confirmed this peculiar result. The diffraction angles measured at two points with different ~, and ~ values are given in Figs. 2(a) and (b) . The figure shows the peculiar result at ~0 = 0 °.
As a possible explanation, we immediately thought of the influence of the surface morphology, even if we did not feel absolutely positive about excluding a difficult-to-understand instrumental factor (see Introduction) . Indeed, with the standard iron powder, for which the measured stress is zero, the diffraction angles for any ~0 and 41 value average 156.59_ + 0.01° (20) .
In order to be even more positive about the exclusion of a possible, although improbable, instrumental factor we repeated the measurements with the same sample using a diffractometer with the para-focusing Bragg-Brentano geometry (a Philips instrument made available through the courtesy of Philips BV at their Almelo Laboratories, The Netherlands). With this geometry we also obtained comparable differences in the Bragg-angle values measured at 4/--0.
These unexpected (see Introduction) results -never observed before, to the best of our knowledgecannot be explained by bulk structural or microstructural factors. They could possibly be caused by a surface effect through the surface roughness of the sample, generated by the growth steps of the crystallites constituting the surface grains. As shown by the drawing in Fig. 3 , the average interplanar distance of a given family of (hkl) planes may be a function of ~o if the stress gradient perpendicular to the sample surface is strong and if the surface is rough. The Cr Ka radiation used in all the experiments has a very small penetration depth (of ca 20 ~m) and probably for this reason the reported 20 measurements are very sensitive to the surface roughness.
